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INTRODUCTION 
In [S], we gave an intrinsic construction of the Berezinian sheaf for a 
graded differentiable manifold and a rather simple description of the 
Berezin integral in the case. 
The present paper is devoted to extending this construction to the 
context of Z,-graded (or super) topological spaces. This enables us to 
define the notion of graded Berezinian measures with special emphasis on 
the study of invariant Berezinian measures in Haar’s sense. 
With this construction every ordinary measure p induces a Berezinian 
measure prier (Section 3) and the main result of this paper is that for a 
graded topological group (G, &), the unique (up to scalar factors) 
Berezinian measure invariant by graded translations is the Berezinian 
measure pBcr associated with the ordinary Haar measure p of G. 
In this sense, the Berezin integral (for graded topological groups) is 
characterized as the invariant measure, which enlightens its sense and 
importance in Z,-graded geometry: It is the natural generalization of the 
Lebesgue integral. 
The paper contains some other simple but quite surprising facts: The first 
is the existence of a unique section Q?‘(X) 4 d(X) of the structure map 
d(X) + U(X) + 0 for a graded topological space (X, d) (1.4) despite what 
happens for graded differentiable manifolds. Another aspect is that the 
ordinary vector bundle E + X associated with a graded topological group 
is always trivial (5.4) (see also [ 10, Sect. 11). 
The gP-spaces for Berezinian measures induced by an ordinary positive 
measure are also defined and their structure is as one would expect. The 
problem of defining YP-spaces for arbitrary Berezinian measures seems to 
be much more difficult because there is no notion of positivity for these 
measures and neither are they vector measures in the sense of [4]. 
The last section of the paper contains the relationship between the 
topological and the differentiable Berezinian sheaves on a graded differen- 
tiable manifold (X, &). The result is that the topological Berezinian sheaf 
measures the orientability of the associated vector bundle E + X whereas 
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the differentiable Berezinian sheaf measures the orientability of the 
manifold E (7.1). 
A final remark: Although in [12] a theory of Haar integrals for Lie 
supergroups is given, the integrals considered there have nothing to do 
with the Berezin integral. 
1. GRADED TOPOLCXXAL SPACES 
Graded topological spaces can be defined by mimicking Konstant’s 
definition of differentiable graded manifolds [9]: 
1.1. DEFINITION. A graded topological space (a g.t.s., for short) of odd 
dimension n is a ringed space (X, d), where X is a locally compact 
Hausdorff space with countable basis and d is a sheaf of Z,-graded 
commutative R-algebras over X such that: 
(1) There exists a morphism of sheaves d --t qX,f ++ x WX being the 
sheaf of continuous functions over X. 
(2) Every point x E X has an open neighbourhood U such that there 
exists an isomorphism of sheaves of Z,-graded algebras dl o r V, @ &(R”) 
compatible with the natural maps onto WU. 
(This definition can be done for arbitrary topological spaces but we 
contine ourselves to the above case.) 
Such an open set U is called an d-coordinate neighbourhood and the 
elements s,, . . . . s, of d(U) which form a basis of R” under the above 
isomorphism are called a graded odd system of coordinates for d(U). Every 
element f E d(U) can be described by 
with 
j;f‘,E(U), cr=(a,< .-. <ad& (O&d(cc)<n), 
s,=s,, . ... ‘Sd(a), 
and one easily defines a graded derivation a/as, over d(U) (J= 1, . . . . n) 
[9, 1.3.21. 
Now, let WcX be an open subset and let K be a compact subset 
contained in some &-coordinate neighbourhood Us W, with (sl, . . . . s,) as 
odd graded coordinates. Then, 
If 1 x = 2;: wfk ) - (41 
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(a/aso,=a/asol,o . . . 0 a/ds,,J is a submultiplicative semi-norm on Z&‘(W) 
and as in [7, Theorem 1 ] one obtains: 
1.2. THEOREM. The semi-norms 1 JK, where K varies in the set of the 
d-coordinate compacts contained in W, make z!(W) into a graded 
commutative Fr&het algebra. 
A morphism of g.t.s., (X, z&‘) + (Y, 99), is defined as in the gm-case [7, 
Definition 11. Also as in the %:-case, one has a natural homeomorphism, 
UrSpec,%(U)- Spec,(d(U)), 
and the theorem of localization [7, Theorem 21 remains true. Thus, a 
morphism of g.t.s., (X, JZZ’) + (Y, 9J), can be defined simply as a morphism 
of Z 2 -graded algebras, 
sl( Y) + d(X). 
1.3. Remark. If f: (X, &) + (Y, .?t9) is a morphism of g.t.s., for every 
open subset Vc Y, U c f-'(V), the morphism f *: GY( V) + d(U) is 
continuous. This can be obtained easily from the following: Let us assume 
that d(U) has odd-coordinates (sr , . . . . s,) and ?t?( I’) has odd-coordinates 
(S 1, .*a, S,). Then f * is given by 
f*(FJ)= 1 a&, 
d(a)=2k+l 
f(g)=gof+ 1 P,(g)*% (for g E W V)), 
d(a) = 2k 
k>O 
and one can prove that P,: U(V) + U(U) is a differential operator of order 
>O, as long as W(U) is considered as a U( I/)-module via f *: U(V) + 48(U). 
But these operators necessarily vanish and hence f*(g) = g 0 f, and one 
concludes. 
1.4. Remark. Batchelor’s theorem [l] asserting that for every differen- 
tiable graded manifold (X, d) there exists a (non-canonical) section 
cx CT + d of the structure map d + %‘; remains true for g.t.s. A 
cohomological proof of this fact can be obtained from [2]. One can 
provide a direct and simpler proof as follows. If d(U) has odd- 
coordinates (sr , . . . . s,), any section rr: V(U) + d(U) of d(U) + U( U) is 
given by 
dg)=g+ 1 P,(g).sol, 
d(a) = 2k 
k>O 
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P,: q(U) --t W(U) being differential operators of order >O. As above, 
P, = 0, and hence, o(g) = g. That is, there exists a unique local section 
6: W(U) -+ a(U). But the uniqueness allows us to globalize, obtaining that 
for every g.t.s. (X, -02) there exists a unique section o: gx --, & of the 
structure map d + gx. Nevertheless, if rrn: E + X denotes the topological 
vector bundle associated to the locally free Wx-module N/M’, JV being 
the kernel of d --) gx, there are many isomorphisms T(X) 3 r(X, A’E) and 
there is no way of selecting one of them canonically. 
The product of two g.t.s.’ (X, d), ( Y, s?) is defined by (Xx Y, d $2~~ @) 
as in the differentiable case [7, Theorem 31 and one obtains: 
1 S. LEMMA. Let (X, &‘) be a g.t.s., and let A, d be, respectively, the 
kernels of 
6*:d&d+6*d, s*: w*& wx- s*5f*, 
6: X --) XX X being the diagonal immersion. If zZ( U) has odd-coordinates 
(s L, . . . . sn), A(U) is generated by {s,@ 1- 1 OS,; J= 1, . . . . n> and d(U). 
1.6. THEOREM. The sheaf 4, (&‘) = A/A k + 1 of the differentials of depth k 
over d is a locally free sheaf of d-algebras, locally generated by 
<a=classof (ssl@l-l@ss,)~ ... ~(sBPO1-l@sBP) 
(B=(Dl< ... +,),pW. 
Proof: This follows from 1.5 since one has l(U) = d( U)2. 
As in [9], one defines the sheaf ~‘(.Jz’) of graded differential operators of 
order <k of d. This sheaf can be easily identified as an d-left module with 
Der,(d)@d, Der,(&) being the right dual Q,(d)” of a,(&). Then we 
have: 
1.7. COROLLARY. The sheaf 9”( cc4) (k < n) is a locally free left d-module. 
If (Sl, a**, s,) are odd-coordinates for a(U), a basis for Pk(d)( U) is given 
by the operators 
WsF for B=M or P=(PI< ... <By (d(P)Gk) 
and these operators are also a basis of 9”“(&)( U) for its right structure. 
2. GRADED MEASURES 
Let (X, s/) be a g.t.s., and UC X an open subset. For every compact 
Kc U, the ring C?ZK( U) of the continuous functions on U with support con- 
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tained in K is a Banach algebra with the uniform norm topology. The ring 
WC(U) of the continuous functions of U with compact support is the union 
of these subspaces and one can endow it with the inductive limit topology. 
WC(U) is in fact the strict inductive limit of a sequence WKJU) (K, being 
some exhaustive sequence of compacts contained in U) and it is thus a 
FrCchet space [S, Chap. 4, Part 1, Sect. 2,3]. The topological dual %?J 17)’ 
of this FrCchet space is usually known as the space of measures on U. 
Similarly, the ring dK( U) of the elements of J$( U) with support in K is a 
Banach graded-commutative algebra with the norm ( 1 K defined in 
Section 1, and one can endow the ring 
of sections f E&( U) with compact support with the inductive limit 
topology. As above, z$J U) is a Frechet space. 
2.1. DEFINITION. The space of graded measures on (U, a) is the 
topological dual d,(U)’ of the Frechet space d,(U). 
If VG U is another open subset, there is an continuous morphism 
4(V94c(U) (extending by zero) 
and a morphism 
dc( U)’ --t dc( V)‘. 
2.2. THEOREM. U -+ zIC ( U)’ is a sheaf of right d-modules denoted 
by JzI:, 
Proof: If U= iJieN Ui is a countable open covering, one has an exact 
sequence 
0- @ zIC(Uin Vi) “-‘+ @ 2xIC(Ui)- 2&(U)- 0, 
i,i I 
where 
a,B: @ JIP,(Uin uj)+ @ 4(“i) 
i, j I 
are induced, respectively, by zfC ( Ui n Vi) + dC ( Vi) and s.+‘~ ( Ui n Vi) -+ 
Ja,( Vi). The spaces invoived in this exact sequence being complete [S, 
Chap. 4, Part 1, Sect. 4, Proposition 51, the continuous linear maps are 
topological homomorphisms (Banach homomorphism theorem). Then it is 
an easy consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem that the sequence 
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is also exact. However, the dual of a topological direct sum is the direct 
product of the corresponding duals [S, Chap. 4, Part 1, Sect. 4, 
Proposition 61 and one concludes. 
The relationship between graded measures and usual measures is given 
by the following 
2.3. THEOREM. There are natural maps +F?~(U)‘Q~(“, F(s!(U), F(U)) 
+ dC( U)‘, p 6 B H p 0 P, for every open subset U c X which induce an 
isomorphism of sheaves of right d-modules 
ProojI Let p E %c (U)’ be a measure and P: d(U) + U(U) a differential 
operator. Then p 0 P: J&(U) + R is continuous if and only if p 0 P: 
dK( U) --f R is continuous for every compact Kc U. But this is clear since P 
induces a continuous map 
P:&4K(u)‘%Y&u). 
Moreover, 
(P*f)~p=P~“(f.p), for every f E d(U), 
and thus the morphisms of the statement exist and induce a morphism of 
sheaves of right d-modules 
The question is now local. Let U be an open set such that d(U) 
has odd-coordinates (sr , . . . . s,). Every graded measure v: J&(U) + R 
induces ordinary measures v, : %c (U) -+ R by v,(g) = v( g . s,) for every 
increasing multi-index a (IX= 0 or a = (tl, < ... < adcal)), and one has 
v = C, v, 0 (a/as,) -, where (a/as,) W denotes the composition of 
a/as, : d(U) + a(U) and the structure morphism zZ( U) + Q%‘(U), f H j? 
The conclusion of the theorem can be immediately obtained from this 
fact. 
3. TOPOLOGICAL BEREZINIAN SHEAF AND BEREZINIAN MEASURES 
Let (A’, &‘) be a g.t.s. of odd dimension n. For every open subset U E X, 
let X(U) be the right ideal of the ring B(A)(U) = Y’(&)(U) of the 
differential operators 
P:&qU)+LqU) 
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such that 
w-1) - = 0, forevery fcJB,(U). 
3.1. DEFINITION. The topological Berezinkzn sheaf of (A’, ~4) is the right 
d-module 
i#?ysq = 9yd)/x-. 
3.2. THEOREM. The topological Berezinian sheaf 94’(&) is a locally free 
rank one sheaf of d-modules of parity n (mod. 2). Zf (s,, . . . . s,) are odd- 
coordinates in a(U)), one has 
where [ ] stands for the class of an operator modulo X. 
Proof. Proceeding as in [8, Theoreme 2.21, one obtains that X(U) is 
generated by the elements 
for fl= 0 or fl= ( p 1 < . . . -c fld( & where 
and one concludes. 
Let us denote by @(d),(U) the sections of S’(d) in U with compact 
support. If T/c U is another open set, there is a morphism 
(extending by zero). 
3.3. LEMMA. There is a unique structure of Frtchet space in W’(d), (U) 
such that the morphisms .@I’(Js’), (V) 4 S*(d), (U) are topological 
homomorphisms for V c_ U, and the isomorphisms LxI~,( U) r L’~‘(JxI), (U) of 
right &( U)-modules that exist locally are topological isomorphisms. 
Proof. If there is an algebraic isomorphism &‘C(U)r~‘(~)e (U), one 
can endow W’(J$)~ (U) with the Frtchet topology induced by the one on 
d=(U). This topology does not depend on the isomorphism chosen (by 
the Banach homomorphism theorem). Now, if I/S U, the injection 
G?(d), (V) 4 W(&‘), (U) is clearly a topological homomorphism. For a 
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general U, let U = U n E N U, be a countable covering of U by open subsets 
where B’(d) is trivial. Then, there is an exact sequence 
0 + 0 a’(a), (U, f-J U,) + 0 B”(d), (U,) + s?l’(d), (U) -+ 0 
“, m  n 
as in 2.2, and the first space is topologically isomorphic with a closed sub- 
space of the second one. Hence the quotient topology endows W(d), (U) 
with a structure of Frechet space [S, Chap. 1, Sect. 4, Proposition 91 
which is independent of the covering chosen since two of them can be 
compared through a common refinement. 
3.4. DEFINITION. The space of Berezinian measures on (U, LZ’) is the 
dual (B’(d), (U))’ of the Frechet space g’(d), (U). 
There is a structure of right d(U)-module in ($?‘(-QI), (U))’ taking in 
&“(A!),(U) the left structure associated to its right structure [9, 1.2.11, and 
proceeding as in 2.2; one obtains; 
3.5. THEOREM. U-+ (@‘(JzI),(U))’ is a sheaf; #(xl):, of right 
&-modules. 
A structure theorem for the Berezinian measures similar to 2.3 can be 
given. To establish it, a definition of differential operators between two 
A-modules M, N (A being a Z,-graded algebra) is needed: A map 
P: M + N is a differential operator of order <k if for every m E M, 
P,: A + N, P,,,(a) = P(m . a) - P(m). a is a differential operator of order 
<k. One now has: 
3.6. THEOREM. There are natural maps 
~C(U)‘Od(c/, ~‘“(@‘(a)(u), +f:(U)) --) (W’(d), (WY 
/l@Pb+poP 
which induce an isomorphism of right d-modules, 
u:o, 9vw(d), U,) ~99f(d):. 
Proof The maps WC(U)‘@,,,, +Y@(4(U), WV)) + WJa (VI* 
(where * stands here for the algebraic dual over R) given by ,u@ PH po P 
induce a morphism of sheaves U:@, Y”(W(&), U,) + W(d):; 
one has to prove that this is an isomorphism onto the subsheaf W(,&):. 
This is a local question, so one can assume that z?(X) has odd- 
coordinates (sl, . . . . s,). Then, for every open subset U c X there is an 
isomorphism of right &-modules @: J&‘(U)) + B’(&)(U), f w Q(f) = 
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[a/aslo . . . 0 a/as, - f] which induces an isomorphism @*: P”(W’(LZI)( U), 
~(v))rP”(d(U),~(U)),p~Po~ such that rr@P++rroP can be 
obtained as the composition 
~c(~)‘O.d,,(“, P”(@‘(~a4)(U)~ W:(U)) 
Id@@* 
N ~cwo3,,.) Pyd(u), %(U))=+ J&(U)~~ W(d),(U) 
(the second isomorphism being that of Theorem 2.3), thus proving the 
theorem. 
4. BEREZINIAN MEASURE INDUCED BY AN ORDINARY MEASURE: 
CHARACTERIZATION 
The definition of the Berezin integral as given in [S] suggests the 
following: 
4.1. THEOREM. Let (X, ~4) be a g.t.s. and p E WC(X)’ an ordinary 
measure. There exists a Berezinian measure pBer E 98’(.~J), (X)’ called the 
Berezinian measure associated to p, defined by the formula 
P E P”(d)(U) being a section with compact support in the class l, < = [P]. 
Proof pBer is well-defined because if P E r,( X, AC) and f is a section of 
d(X) with compact support and equal to 1 on the support of P, one has 
P( 1) m = P(f) m = 0 by definition of &C. pLBer is continuous because 
[P] H P(1) z is a differential operator from S?(&)(X) to q(X). 
4.2. EXAMPLE. When d(X) has odd coordinates (s,, . . . . sJ, pBer is 
given by 
f=C, f,-s, being the expansion offEdC(X) in terms of sr, . . . . s,. 
The next aim of this paper is to characterize the Berezinian measures 
v E W’(&), (X)’ associated to an ordinary measure p E %ZC (X)’ as in 
Theorem 4.1; that is, such that v = pLBer. 
Let Z(X) be the group of the automorphisms of g.t.s. (X, -01) + (X, &) 
leaving invariant the points of the underlying topological space X; that is, 
the group of (homogeneous) automorphisms cp: d(X) + d(X) of Z2- 
graded algebras commuting with the structure map d(X) + U(X). S(X) 
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also acts on d(U) for every open subset U c X because of the theorem of 
localization for g.t.s.3 (see Section l), bearing in mind that the elements of 
Z’(X) induce the identity on X. 
4.3. LEMMA. There is a continuous R-linear left-action of A?(X) on 
A?‘(d),(X) gioen by 
cp.[P]=[qmPq-‘I. 
Proof: The action is clearly well-defined and R-linear. It is easy 
to see that the continuity can be checked locally. One can now assume 
that d(X) has odd-coordinates (So, . . . . s,). In this case, W(&),(X) = 
[a/as,o ... 0 a/&,,] . dC(X) and the continuity of [J/C%, 0 . . . 0 ZJ/&,] . f H 
q?*([a/as,o ... 0 a/as,] . f) is equivalent to the continuity of the map dC(X) 
-+~,W),f++h ,.q(f), h,E&(X) being given by cp. [a/~%,0 ... OC?/&,] 
= [a/as, 0 . . . 0 a/&,] . h,. One now concludes easily. 
It follows that 9’(X) acts R-linearly on 98’(&),(X)’ on the right by 
(v . (p)(t) = v(cp .<) and there is a morphism 
%JX)’ + [I’,‘] Ju(x) 
P’HEkr 
from the usual measures to the Berezinian measures which are X(X)- 
invariant. If T/C U are two open subsets of X, the difficulties involved 
in the definition of a restriction map [&P(&), (U)‘] Jp(U) + 
[LB’(d), (V)‘] m(v) can be overcome as follows: Let X,(U)) be the sub- 
group of the automorphisms in 2(U) with compact support. One then has 
natural restriction morphisms [W(xZ), (U)‘] Jpc(u’ + [39’(~4), (V)‘] Jpc(y), 
which makes U + [$4?(&), (U)‘] Jpc(“) into a presheaf. 
4.4. THEOREM. One has: 
(1) u-+ L-m!4,(U’)l xc(u) is a sheaf, (L?+J’(ss’):)~~. 
(2) The morphism gC( U)’ + [~‘(sII)~ (U)‘] xc(u), pi+ pBer, induces 
an isomorphism of sheaues, %L 3 (L#‘(&):) “‘; that is, for every open subset 
UEXone has 
Vc(U)‘r [W(d), (U)‘]“‘“‘= [93’(d), (U)‘]“~(“) 
In other words: x2 Berezinian measure v E W(d), (U)’ is the Berezinian 
measure associated to an ordinary measure p E WC(U)’ as in Theorem 4.1, if, 
and only of, it is X’(U))-invariant (or even #C(U)-inuariant). 
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Proof, (1) One has that [W1(d)c (U)‘] mc(u) = [9?‘(d), (U)‘] z(x) 
and then the presheaf of the statement is the kernel of the morphism of 
sheaves given by 
thus being a sheaf. 
(2) The question is now local so one can assume that d(X) has odd- 
coordinates (s,, . . . . s,). Let U E X be an open subset and v E .W(&)(U)’ an 
X=( U)-invariant Berezinian measure. Let us consider the ordinary measure 
~LE%Z~(U)’ given by p(g)=(-l)(;)v([J/&,~ . . . 03/&,].g.s,. . . . .s,). If 
one proves that v( [13/&, 0 . . . 0 a/&,,] . g, . s,) = 0 when g, E Wc( U) and 
a=(al< . . . < a,,,) is different from (1, . . . . n), one obtains that v = p&r and 
the theorem will be proved. To see this, let {Ki} be a sequence of compacts 
contained in U such that Ki c $+ I and U= U,, K,, and, for every positive 
real number C > 0, let yi: U -P R be a continuous invertible function equal 
to 1 on Ki and to C- ’ outside &+ 1. 
Since a # (1, . . . . n), there exists an index J not belonging to a, and one 
can define an automorphism cpi: d(U) --f &‘(U) by cp,( g) = g for g E g(U)) 
and cpi(s,)=s,+6,(C~yi- l).s, for K= 1, . . ..n. Then, cpi~3?,(U) and 
one has 
V([J/JS,~ ... OJ/Js,].ga.s,) 
= (v . cp,)( [a/as, 0 . . . 0 a/as,] . g, . s,) 
=C-‘.v([J/Js,o ... 0 a/as,] . y; l . g, -s,) 
since v is Z=( U)-invariant. However, [a/as, 0 ... 0 8/as,] . yi’ . g, .s, con- 
verges to [a/&, 0 . . . o a/as,] . g, . s, for the Frtchet topology of 9’(~4),(U) 
(because y;’ . g, converges uniformly to g, in WQ( U), Q = Supp(g,)). 
Thus, 
V([J/JS,~ ... ~W~“l *ga*S.) 
= C-’ lim v([~/&,o ... ~a/&,] .yi’ .gar.sor) 
i-00 
=C-‘-v([J/Js,o ... ~J/J.sn]~g;s,), 
that is, v( [a/&, 0 ... 0 a/as,] . g, . s,) = 0, C being arbitrary. 
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5. GRADED TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS: 
THE HAAR-BEREZINNIAN MEASURE 
Graded topological groups are defined as in the differentiable case, that 
is, a graded topological group, g.t.g., is a g.t.s. (G, -QI) endowed with 
morphisms of g.t.s.‘s: 
p:(G,d)x(G,d)=(GxG,d&,.d)-+(G,d) (product) 
( I-‘: (G, 4+(G, ~4 (taking the inverse) 
e: (e, R) -+ (G, d) (unity) 
satisfying the usual properties. 
5.1. DEFINITION. A graded left-translation on a g.t.g. (G, &‘) is an 
isomorphism rg: (G, d) --f (G, -01) of g.t.s.‘s inducing an ordinary left-trans- 
lation L”,:G+G,gHEg(g)=g.g. 
If one denotes by z(G) the group of the graded left-translations of (G, d), 
there is an exact sequence of groups 
1 -+Z(G)-+r(G)-+G+l 
which naturally splits. A splitting is given by gH L,, L,: (G, JZI) + (G, ZX!) 
being the graded left-translation obtained by composition of the morphism 
(G, S/)-P (GxG, d@ &) induced by ~(G)@)..FI(G)+.&‘(G),~@~H 
y(g) -h, and the product morphism ~1: (G x G, d @,, &) + (G, d). 
One can prove, as in 4.3, that r(G) acts continuously on &V(d), (G) on 
the left by the same formula as Z(G) does. It thus acts linearly on 
99’(d), (G)’ on the right, and one has: 
5.2. THEOREM (Haar Theorem for Berezinian Measures). Let (G, ZZC’) 
be a g.t.g. There exists a unique Berezinian measure /.I E W(&‘), (G)‘, up to 
scalar factors, invariant by the group z(G) of the graded translations. 
The measure v is given by v = p Ber, p E WC(G)’ being an ordinary Haar 
measure on G. 
ProofI If a Berezinian measure v is r(G)-invariant, if is also Z(G)- 
invariant, so v = pLBer for certain ordinary measures p E V,(G)’ (Theorem 
4.4). One concludes by the usual Haar theorem by proving that ~oJ?: =p 
for every gE G, lz: V(G) --) V(G) being given by z:(h) = h 0 z,. Let 
h E WC(G), let Lj’: d(G) --t &Q(G) be the isomorphism given by the graded 
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left-translation L,: (G, &) -+ (G, &), and let P be a differential operator of 
a(G) such that P( 1) - = h. Then, 
because p Ber = v is r(G)-invariant, thus finishing the proof. 
5.3. Remark. The above theory also holds for a g.t.s. (G, &) where 
G is a topological group and where the natural morphism z(G) + G is 
epijective. This happens, for instance, when G is either compact or finite 
dimensional, for in both cases, every vector bundle over G is a direct 
summand of a trivial vector bundle. 
In order to produce an example of a g.t.s. (G, ZZ’) where G is a 
topological group which is not a g.t.g. but which has a Haar Berezinian 
measure one needs the following: 
5.4. LEMMA. Let (G, &) be a g.t.g. The topological vector bundle 
x: E + X asssociated to N/N2 (see 1.4) is trivial. 
ProoJ: The group G acts on d(G) on the right by a. g = L,*(a) and this 
action produces an action on M= N(G)/.N(G)’ compatible with the 
natural action of G on V(G) given by f-g = L:(f). Since the ring of 
invariants U(G)’ is equal to R, M is generated by the R-vector space MC, 
thus being a free V(G)-module. 
5.5. EXAMPLE. A g.t.s. which is not a g.t.g. but it has a Haar Berezinian 
measure. 
Let us consider the g.t.s. (S’, &‘), where d = n.(r&) is the exterior 
algebra of the Wsl-module M of sections of the non-trivial line bundle 
n: L + S’ (L is the open Mobius band). (S’, xJ) is not a g.t.g. by virtue of 
5.4 and the example is completed, by 5.3. 
5.6. EXAMPLE. Let (GL(m) x GL(n), &“) be the graded (m, n)-linear 
group. It is a graded differentiable manifold with global graded coordinates 
x0, xKL of degree 0 and QiK, 9, of degree 1 (i, j = 1, . . . . m; K, L = 1, . . . . n). 
Let us consider the associated g.t.g. (see Section 7), that is, 
(GL(m) x GL(n), A), where JZZ’( U) = U(U)@ n’(9,,, S,), g(U) being the 
ring of continuous functions as above. The ordinary Haar measure on 
%,(GL(m) x GL(n)) is given by 
f(~~,X,,)~IXjI-l~IX~~I-l~IdXijl.IdX~~I. 
CL(m) x CL(n) 
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It follows that the Haar-Berezin measure on r,(W&) can be described 
by 
J 5-f (CL(m) x GL(n).d) 
= fcbij, *KL ) lxijl -lIXKLl -‘ldx,l ldXKtl, 
x CL(n) 
where f, denotes the last component of the decomposition of 
f o dC(GL(m) x GL(n)) into products of QiK, aLj ordered lexicographically 
by considering i < K, and 5 is the generator of the topological Berezinian 
sheaf induced by composition of a/%,,, iT/aS,j ordered as before. 
If one considers the left (G&V) x GL(n))-invariant derivations 
Dix = Xhi. a/&K, DLj=xK,~a/~~,, 
the class in the topological Berezinian sheaf of the composition 
. . . oDiKo . . . oDLjo . . . (in the same order as previously) is a basis, and 
the Haar-Berezinian measure on TC(9J’(&)) is now given simply by 
I C . . . oDiKo . . . oDtjo . ..].f (CL(m) x CL(n), d) 
= I GL(m)xGL(n)fo(Xrj. XKLw$l WKLI- 
6. THE L,-SPACES FOR THE MEASURJZS ,uBer 
In this section the spaces L, for the Berezinian measures piier induced by 
an ordinary measure p are constructed. 
Let (A’, -02) be a g.t.s. Let us fix a sequence {Ki} of compacts as in 
Section 2 and consider the seminorms I I4 defined there on &(A’). Hence, a 
differential operator P: &‘(A’) + &(A’) is continuous for the topology 
induced in &(A’) by each single seminorm 1 I K,. 
Now, let /A: VC(X) + R be a positive measure. 
6.1. LEMMA. If P: xl(X) + J&‘(X) is a differential operator with compact 
support, then one has 
(where the supremum is also taken over all the Ki’s), for every real number 
p 2 1, and every compact subset KG X containing the support of P. 
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Proof. Let K be a compact containing Supp P, and let 4: X--f [0, 1 ] be 
a continuous function equal to 1 on Supp P and with support in K. Let 
cp = a($), where (T: ‘Z(X) -+ d(X) is the section of 1.4. Then IcpI ki < 1 for 
every Ki and f. cp is a section of d(X) with support in K such that 
P( f. rp) = P(f) and If. cpI c 6 IfI K, for every Ki. This proves the first 
equality. For the remaining statements, since P: d(X) + d(X) is con- 
tinuous with respect to 1 I Ki, f H p( I P(f) -1”) is a continuous map from 
d(X) to R with respect to ( lc. Then, there is a constant Ci 2 0 such that 
IAIW)“l”)l =~L(IP(f)~IP)~Ci.lfl~,. But iffE~&‘), IflK,=O except 
for a finite number of K,, and one concludes easily. 
The value of Sup IJIK.s dW’(f) 7 p))l’p= Suplfl, $ 1 IF’(f) Ip.,, (where 
(1 I)p,B denotes the semi-norm of the usual L,(X, p) in Wc( U)) depends only 
on the class of P modulo X(X), because if P E X(X) has compact support 
and cp E d(X) is as in the proof of 6.1, P(f)- = P(f . cp)” = 0 by definition 
of X(X). 
One thus easily obtains the following: 
6.2. LEMMA. The map 11 IIP,PBer: B”(d),(X) --t R given by 
II511 p,LLll,,= SUP IIw)“IIp,,~ 
IfI& =c 1
where the supremum is taken as above and P is a differential operator of 
compact support in the class of t, 5 = [P], is a semi-norm. Although it 
depends on the sequence {Ki} chosen, two different sequences produce 
equivalent semi-norms. 
6.3. DEFINITION. The space L,((X, a), pBer) is the separated corn. 
pletion of W’(&),(X) with respect to the semi-norm I( )(P,Pkr. 
The linear map Wf(&),(X)+%S,(X), [PI- P(1)” is continuous with 
respect to the semi-nom II II p, pkr, II II p,p, and it then induces a topological 
epimorphism 
If one writes L ,,,,(W=L,((U9 4, her), Lp,,(U)=L,(K PL) for every 
open subset U c X, then U-+ LP,+&, (U) and U-+ L,,,(U) are co-sheaves of 
normed vector spaces [3, V, 1.11 and the above map gives a morphism of 
co-sheaves rr: LP,8&r + L,*,. 
6.4. THEOREM (Representation Theorem). Zf US X is an open subset 
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where d(U) has odd-coordinates (sl, . . . . s,), there is an isomorphism of 
co-sheave; of normed vector spaces 
such that rc is the composition of y and the projection of 
L p,p,“QR A’(s,, *..9 s,> on LP,P,u (considered as the elements of Z-degree 
zero). 
That is, for every VG U, each element f E L,(( V, d), pBer) can be 
represented by f = C, f, s a with f, E LP( V, ,a), in a unique way. 
ProoJ: By 3.2, W(&),(V) N [a/as, 0 ... 08/&,] .d,( V). Then, there is 
a linear isomorphism 
[ 
go . . . +].(;f2,)-;f&. 
Moreover, if one considers in WC( V) @ R A’(s, , . . . . s, ) the semi-norm 
IIColfa~&,p=Maxa llfaIIP,a, one can easily check that y is continuous with 
respect to the semi-norms (I llP,Ir&r, 11 IIp,p, thus inducing the topological 
isomorphism 
one is looking for. 
7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TOPOLOGICAL 
AND THE DIFFERENTIABLE BEREZINIANS 
Let (X, ~4 “) be a graded differentiable manifold, and W s X an open 
subset. If one denotes by A%‘(W) the completion of d”(W) with respect to 
the semi-norms I 1 K defined as in Section 1, one obtains a new sheaf d on 
X such that (X, &) is a g.t.s. This g.t.s. will be referred to as the graded 
topological space associated to the graded manifold (X, d “). 
One has now two invertible sheaves of d-modules, the topological 
Berezinian sheaf W’(d) and the completion 99(& 00)@.slm ~4 of the dif- 
ferentiable Berezinian sheaf (see [ 81). 
These sheaves can be compared through Poincare duality. 
Let R: E + X be the vector bundle associated to the locally free 
U; -module JV “/(N m)2, .N @ being the kernel of d m + W; -+ 0. Let us 
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consider the relative orientation sheaf T,, = T,BzE rr*(T; ‘), T,, T, being 
the orientation sheaves of E, X. (See [6, Sect. 31 or [ 111.) 
7.1. THEOREM. Zf dim(X, d “) = (m, n), one has: 
(a) There is a (non-canonical) isomorphism Br(&) 3 K,(T,,~) @I z d, 
of invertible d-modules of parity n (mod 2). 
(b) There is a (non-canonical) isomorphism 
W’(d)@, (d@zTx)~~(dm)@J/m d, 
where W’(d), ~~(Jz?“)O~~ lc4 are considered with their natural parities n 
(mod. 2) and (m +n) (mod. 2) and dOz T, is considered with parity m 
(mod. 2). 
Proof. (a) By [6, 3.1.11, one has T,BzVT -AmSZx, TEBZ%?; N 
A “‘+QE. Thus n,T,,x~~~~7n”(~m/(Jlrm)2)* and so ~c,T~,~@~%?~ 
3 nn(Jv/P)* (Jv = Jv m o&m d). On the other hand, W’(d) and 
rr,(TElx) Bz d are isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic when 
tensored by Wx (this can be proved as in [6, 3.2.11) thus finishing the 
proof since W’(XI’)@~ qx and (R,T,,,@~ ~4)0,%‘~- A”(N/A”‘)* are 
defined by the same cocycle. 
(b) This follows from (a) and from the formula rr,T,@, d N 98(d) 
proved in [6, 3.2.21. 
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